
Summary. Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is frequently
described as any head injury ceasing the brain's normal
function. Anatomically, developmentally, and
physiologically, the eye is deemed as an extension of the
brain. Vision in TBI is underrepresented, and the number
of active clinical trials in this field are sparse.
Frequently, visual problems are overlooked at the time
of TBI, often resulting in progressive vision loss,
lengthening, and impairing rehabilitation. TBI can be
either penetrative or non-penetrative, associated with
degeneration of neurons, apoptotic cell death,
inflammation, microglial activation, hemorrhage
associated with vascular dysfunction; however, precise
animal modeling that mimics the extensive visual
deficits of TBI pathology remain elusive. Recent works
in both the diagnostics and therapeutics fields are
starting to make substantial progress in the right
direction. Discussion of current advancements in TBI
animal models and the recent pathophysiological
findings related to the neuro-glia-vascular unit (NVU)
will help elucidate novel targets for potential lines of
therapeutics. Only over the past decade have newer
pharmaceutical and stem cell-based treatments begun to
come to light. The potency for these new lines of TBI
specific curatives will be discussed along with the
review of current blast-induced TBI models, providing
potential directions for future research.
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Introduction

Traumatic brain injuries (TBI), often referred to as
the silent epidemic, continue to plague approximately 50
million people each year globally (Li et al., 2020).
Although the field itself has come a long way over the
past few decades, there is still a large amount of work
that is required if anything is to change. Substantial
progress has been made in understanding the
pathophysiological mechanisms underlying this
condition, yet effective diagnostics and treatments are
still in their infancy. TBIs are induced via external forces
applied to the head, which can have a plethora of
different downstream neurological repercussions.
Whether it be loss of consciousness, speech difficulties,
cognitive deficits, or chronic headaches, the manners in
which symptoms manifest all depend on the severity of
the TBI that includes mild, moderate, and severe types.
While the mild form is characterized by loss of
consciousness for a few seconds to minutes, the
moderate form involves loss of consciousness for a few
hours to a few weeks. Unlike mild to moderate TBI, the
more severe cases characterized by prolonged coma are
often better recognized and treated in intensive care units
due to the comorbidity with physical injuries.

Known as mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI),
concussions are the most common type of TBI, affecting
1.6 to 3.8 million individuals each year (CDC).
Concussions occur when an individual receives a direct
blow to the head or body, resulting in a rapid head
movement that disrupts the brain (Galgano et al., 2017).
Estimates suggest that close to one-third of athletes have
sustained undiagnosed concussions, implying the rate of
occurrence is higher than reported (Meehan et al., 2013).
Concussions tend to gain the most attention due to their
high prevalence as well as the strong linkage between
mTBI and chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE)
though further research is needed to draw definitive
conclusions (Aldag et al., 2017). Developing due to
repeated blows to the head, CTE is associated with
cognitive dysfunction, motor disturbances, emotional
dysregulation, and more. In a recent study that analyzed
the autopsy cases of 300 athletes and 450 non-athletes,
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the authors determined that a total of 42 individuals met
the pathological criteria of CTE; 27 of the patients were
athletes while 15 were non-athletes, with American
football players displaying the highest prevalence
(Bieniek et al., 2020). In addition to a sports-related
injury, according to the Defense and Veterans Brain
Injury Center (DVBIC) of the Department of Defense, a
staggering 440,720 U.S. military service members
sustained TBI in 2000-2020, of which 82.4% of them
were classified as mTBI (Dod worldwide numbers for
TBI, 2020).

In 2014 alone, the United States reported
approximately 2.87 million TBI-related emergency
department visits, hospitalizations, and deaths. Of that
number, falls (52%) and motor vehicle accidents (20%)
made up the majority of TBI hospitalizations
(Prevention, 2019). Moreover, these visits in themselves
can serve as a double-edged sword for the individual
suffering from the TBI. Not only do individuals have to
deal with the physical ramifications of TBI but in some
instances need the financial support to continue to live
everyday life. Due to the high rates of TBI occurrences,
this puts great financial strain on the global economy,
with estimates reaching 400 billion USD spent
combating this silent epidemic each year (Maas et al.,
2017).

The clinical signs of TBI in human subjects vary
from subject to subject. TBI cases often refer to two
events, the primary insult and the secondary insult.
Primary insult/injury is a reference to the initial acute
mechanical damage inflicted to the individual. This can
come in the form of intracranial hemorrhages,
hematomas (epidural or subdural), diffuse axonal injury
(DAI), or cerebral contusions. Secondary insult/injury
refers to the delayed physiological repercussions that
arise as a result of the primary insult. Cerebral edema,
increased levels of inflammatory cytokines,
excitotoxicity, and ischemia are some of the
pathophysiological examples of secondary injury (Greve
and Zink, 2009). The multitude of combinations of
macro/microstructural abnormalities paired with
downstream negative physiological cascades is why
TBIs are so challenging to treat. It is because of this the
nosology behind this condition has become tangled. For
a detailed description of the major clinical and
pathological features of TBI, including the visual signs
and symptoms associated with the condition, readers are
encouraged to refer to the review by Armstrong
(Armstrong, 2018). 

Unfortunately, the current status of diagnostics and
treatments are lacking. Still used today in assessing
TBIs, the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) serves as an
efficient noninvasive method for approximating the
severity of a TBI. Yet, its lack of precision requires the
utilization of CT and MRI imaging to assess damage for
severe cases. Usage of these imaging techniques serves
more as a method to determine whether surgical
intervention is necessary. If surgery is not required,
patients are either monitored or sent home to recover
(National Academies of Sciences, 2019). Outside of

preventative measures to help stabilize the patient, any
neurological damage sustained during the primary event
can rarely be reversed. Consequently, treatment for TBIs
is limited, consisting of treating symptoms as they arise
as opposed to the condition itself. 

In the decades since neurotrauma research first
began, over 30 clinical trials for potential TBI
therapeutics have failed (Ng and Lee, 2019). This speaks
to the enigmatic nature of TBI. Although the main
challenge faced by the scientific community stems from
the uniqueness of each case, breaking it down into
clades, this problem becomes more manageable. One
such area of focus that is often overlooked is the visual
system (Evans et al., 2018). It is estimated that
approximately 50% of the cerebral activity is dedicated
to visual processing. Thus, visual deficits are a well-
known side effect related to TBIs. Unfortunately, visual
problems are often unheeded during the initial treatment
of the injury, lengthening, and impairing rehabilitation.
The unbiased affliction of TBIs to all age groups further
exemplifies the need for efficacious treatments. 
Clinical trials

At the time of this review, there are over 300 open
clinical trials (Clinicaltrials.gov) that describe TBI or
trauma, with approximately 56 of these incorporating the
term "visual." This suggests that vision in TBI is
underrepresented. Most open studies either suggest
rehabilitative efforts or the use of a device to bring about
better outcomes in TBI. For example, a prospective open
trial, "Rehabilitation of Visual Attention Following
mTBI" (NCT02719964) set out to evaluate visual
attention deficits in U.S. military service members after
different cognitive rehabilitation programs on improving
attention complaints in mTBI. Currently, there is
growing interest in identifying if TBI predisposes
subjects to increased risk of dementia. In accordance
with this assumption, a case-controlled observational
clinical trial, "Contributions of mTBI to
Neurodegeneration Due to Chronic Traumatic
Encephalopathy (CTE) and Alzheimer's Disease (AD)"
(NCT04124029) aims to study subjects' memory, brain
wave activity, brain structure and proteins that can be
elevated after brain injury and in dementia. Such studies
will help determine the future incidence of dementia
after TBI. Although not directly related to visual deficits
of TBI, "Neurologic Stem Cell Treatment Study
(NEST)", an open-label non-randomized clinical trial
(NCT02795052) aims to study whether the usage of
bone marrow-derived stem cells (BMSC) will provide
improvement in neurologic function for patients with
certain neurologic conditions. This is the only approved
study that aims to determine the efficacy of stem cell
therapies via intravenous and intranasal routes for a
variety of different neurological conditions, including
TBI. We expect these open-label trials will provide a
great deal of data concerning the safety of MSC use.
Among the trials that were completed, a double-blinded
placebo-controlled randomized study of N-Acetyl
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Cysteine (NAC) conducted on active duty service
members demonstrated beneficial effects on the severity
and resolution of sequelae after blast-induced mTBI
(NCT00822263) (Hoffer et al., 2013). On the other hand,
The Citicoline Brain Injury Treatment Trial (COBRIT),
a phase 3, double-blind, randomized clinical trial
(NCT00545662) did not result in improvement of
functional and cognitive status in TBI patients. Due to
no differences between Citicoline, an endogenous
substance offering potential neuroprotective properties,
and the placebo, the study was terminated (Zafonte et al.,
2012). Despite the multiple attempts, clinical trials so far
have not produced a successful new therapeutics for
neuroprotection in TBI, possibly because the effects of
TBI are heterogeneous compared to other clinical
diseases. In accordance with this, future clinical studies
have been suggested to incorporate the rehabilomics
framework, which incorporates biomarker-based
examination and simultaneous treatment of neurologic
and non-neurologic conditions that likely impact
function and rehabilitation outcomes (Wagner and

Kumar, 2019). Additional recommendations include
leveraging the advances in imaging and information
technology (Cox et al., 2019) that can capture both
structural as well as real-time changes in biomarkers that
will likely inform designed trials for a successful
outcome in TBI trials.
Preclinical studies

In consideration of the heterogeneous nature of TBI,
a variety of preclinical animal models of TBI have been
developed. Among these, the most widely studied
models include: fluid percussion injury (FPI), controlled
cortical impact injury (CCI), weight drop–impact
acceleration injury, and blast injury. For an excellent
overview of these models, including their strengths and
weaknesses, readers are referred to the review paper by
Xiong and colleagues (Xiong et al., 2013). Since visual
deficits have been studied extensively in blast-induced
TBI models, we will emphasize blast-induced TBI
studies further (Table 1). Additionally, we will cover
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Table 1. Commonly used animal models to study visual deficits of TBI.

Mode1B2:H16 Species Single/
Multi Blast

Pressure
(psi)

Focal/
Diffuse Blast Outcome Author/Year

Blast Mouse Single 20 Diffuse Loss of RGC, retinal thinning and declined visual function Dutca et al., 2014
Blast Mouse Single 4 Diffuse Axonal degeneration preceeds memory, motor, and visual based tasks Yin et al., 2016

Blast Rat Single 80 Diffuse Increased ERG amplitudes & reduction in contrast sensitivity for 
both eyes. As well as increased retinal thickness and GFAP levels Allen et al., 2018

Blast Mouse Single 20-60 Focal
20-psi blasts does not produce deficits. 25-40 psi yields only motor
deficits. 50-60 psi produced decreased visual acutiy and contrast
sensitivity as well as brain damage

Guley et al.,
2016

Blast Mouse Single 50 Focal Focal cranial blast results in ipsilateral retinal microglial 
activation, axonal injury and poor contrast sensitivity

Guley et al.,
2019

Blast Mouse Single 50 Focal Loss of neuronal cells in GCl, increased GFAP, microglial polarization,
endothelial activation, decreased visual acuity and contrast sensitivity Jha et al., 2018

Blast Rat Single ~19 Diffuse
Increased plasma levels of lPA in the plasma at 1 and 4 h post blast.
Deecreased visual acuity, ERG amplitudes, cellular voids in the outer
nuclear layer and increased GFAP within 8 days post blast

Arun et al., 2020

Blast Mouse Single 50 Focal Increased extracellular glutamate, decreased GS/GLAST and 
increased AQP4 in retina accompanied by decreased ERG amplitudes Jha et al., 2021

Blast Mouse Multi 43.5 Diffuse Retina displayed activation of Muller glia, loss of photoreceptor cells, 
and increased levels of phosphorylated tau (Thr231 & Thr181)

Mammadova et
al.,  2017

Blast Mouse Multi 5, 20 Diffuse Low levels of blast preconditioning 
helped preserve RGC structure/function

Harper et al.,
2019

Blast Mouse Multi 50 Focal
Consussive but not subconcussive multiple focal air blasts 
increased pathology in retina, optic nerve, and oculomotor 
nucleus, as well as drove microglial shift from M2 to M1 state.
Neurodegeneration evident over 14 months

Honig et al.,
2019

Occular Blast Mouse Single 23.6, 26.4,
30.4 Focal Retinal damage, decreased visual acuity, corneal edema, 

cornela abrasions, and optic nerve avulsion
Hines-Beard et

al., 2012

Occular Blast Mouse Single 26 Focal Drop in visual acuity in contralateral eye with -10% retinal cell death Bricker-Anthony
and Rex, 2015

Occular Blast Mouse Single 26 Focal
Retina and optic nerve exhibited increased caspase-1 & RIPK1/3 in
inner retina with increased caspase-1 in starburst amacrine cells and
drop in visual acuity

Bricker-Anthony
et al., 2014

Occular Blast Mouse Multi 15 Focal Increased glial presence in optic nerve as well 
as levels of Il-1a and Il-113 in the ON & retina

Bernardo-Colon
et al., 2019

Occular Blast Mouse Multi 15, 26 Focal Quick successive non-damaging insult resulted in 
stronger axonal degeneration compared to daily blows Vest et al., 2019



various experimental therapeutics that have been tested
in various TBI models with special emphasis on the
impairment of the integrity of visual systems following
blast-induced TBI. For an excellent overview of our
current understanding of the pathology and molecular
mechanisms of visual deficits in TBI, readers are
referred to the review by Sen (2017). 

A growing literature supports the findings that over
78% of ocular injuries are a result of modern conflict
and are associated with blast-related ammunition
(McMaster and Clare, 2021). Although advances in body
armor significantly reduced the incidence of bodily
injury, the most vulnerable parts such as the brain, neck,
and face, in particular, the eyes, are susceptible to a
higher rate of injury. Additional concerns include
repetitive exposure to blast injuries or the secondary
wave exposure resulting in additive or synergistic
influence on primary blast; inability to provide medical
attention in the 'golden hour' thus delaying time-sensitive
critical injuries are shown to complicate blast-related
TBI outcomes. We and others have developed animal
models of blast TBI that recapitulate the real-world
scenario to better understand the pathophysiology. Two
major categories of blast TBI models are being studied:
1) whole head blast injury and 2) focal blast injury. In
the latter category, focal injury may be on the brain or
eye that results in a focal injury in the absence of a
bodily injury that will help address precise molecular
pathophysiological mechanisms of TBI without
comorbidities. Finally, several studies have developed
animal models in which multiple repetitive blast injuries
were more effective at demonstrating long-term
neurodegeneration over the single blast models. 

Harper and colleagues have used a pressurized
enclosed blast chamber fitted with a Mylar membrane to
create a blast wave resulting in loss of retinal ganglion
cells (RGCs), retinal thinning accompanied by declined
visual function as assessed by Pattern-evoked
electroretinography (PERG) starting at 2 weeks lasting
until 16 weeks after injury (Dutca et al., 2014).
Interestingly, early axonal degeneration in this model
was shown to be the likely key driver of subsequent
neurobehavioral complications of blast-mediated TBI
(Yin et al., 2016). One limitation of this model is that the
entire head is involved in blast wave exposure. To this
end, Rex and colleagues have developed a blast injury
model in which blast waves were provided to the left eye
directly, while the head, body, and contralateral eye were
protected from blast injury. Interestingly, blast mice
developed corneal edema, optic nerve avulsion,
decreased visual acuity, and intraocular pressure (IOP)
about 4 weeks post-blast injury suggesting that primary
blast exposure alone is sufficient to induce severe and
permanent damage to the eye and to the retina (Hines-
Beard et al., 2012). While the contralateral eye is
shielded from the over-pressure air-wave, the authors
detected vision loss in the contralateral eye due to blunt
trauma. This model system can be used to explore
mechanisms and functional outcomes of both blast and

blunt ocular trauma, a frequent scenario experienced by
military personnel during combats (Bricker-Anthony and
Rex, 2015). Although the direct ocular blast model did
not develop RGC loss, a remarkable increase in markers
of oxidative stress, inflammation and necroptosis was
observed in the inner retina about 4 weeks post-blast
injury (Bricker-Anthony et al., 2014). While most
studies performed evaluated short term consequences of
blast injury up to 4 to 8 weeks post-blast, Pardue and
colleagues have developed a rat model of single blast
injury using a modified shock tube device to the head
and followed up long-term for 8 months to assess retinal
structure and function deficits (Allen et al., 2018).
Interestingly, a single blast injury could have long-
lasting deficits with increased ERG amplitudes, delayed
implicit times, decreased visual contrast sensitivity
accompanied by thickened retina with gliotic changes
(Allen et al., 2018). This study provides compelling
reasoning to advocate for a more comprehensive retinal
examination that would include ERG, SD-OCT, and
visual function testing in subjects several months after
exposure to such a blast injury. 

Contrary to the aforementioned studies that involve
whole body explosive blast, Reiner and colleagues have
developed a focal cranial blast model that replicates
mTBI in the absence of any bodily injury to selectively
study the pathophysiological mechanisms of blast injury
(Heldt et al., 2014; Guley et al., 2016). In this air-blast
mouse model, a single 50-psi focal cranial air blast
produces small, transient deficits in motor function and
widespread axonal injury but no overt damage to the
brain or the eye. Interestingly, blast pressure wave
crossing the skull associates with stretch, stress, and
shear forces resulting in injured axons, as is evident by
the presence of swollen axonal bulbs in the optic nerve.
As a result of increased microglia that have been
activated by molecules released from the RGC axons,
visual deficits over 4 to 11 weeks after a primary injury
have been observed. Despite the eyes being shielded
from the blast, this model demonstrates retinal injury in
the form of reductions in ERG amplitudes, upregulation
of glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) at 30 days
(Guley et al., 2019), and thinning of the inner retina in
the ipsilateral eye by 11 weeks (Reiner et al., 2015).
Although early microglial activation leading to
premature microglial aging and dysfunction plays an
important role in the pathogenic process, using the same
focal cranial blast model, we have recently identified
changes in Müller cells accompanied by increased
excitatory extracellular glutamate levels in the retina
(Jha et al., 2021). Unlike other models that have shown
changes in the Caspase levels and consequent apoptosis
in the inner retina, only focal changes of retinal ganglion
cell layer (GCL) with loss of neuronal or vacuolated
cells in blast group retina were observed with focal
cranial blast model (Fig. 1). It is likely that the observed
damage might have been caused by retinal inflammation
(Jha et al., 2019) and oxidative stress as indicated by
increased DNA-RNA damage markers (Fig. 2) or
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decreased synaptophysin levels in the inner nuclear layer
(INL), resulting in structure-function alterations
involved in the regulation of synaptic plasticity (Fig. 3).
Taken together, these studies support that the focal
cranial blast model closely represent a closed-head
mTBI that develops widespread loss of axons in the
optic nerve, retinal thinning, glial activation, extensive
retinal inflammation and oxidative stress to demonstrate
significant neurodegeneration and loss of vision (Guley
et al., 2016; Jha et al., 2018, 2021; Honig et al., 2019).

It has been shown that repetitive blast-mediated TBI
results in cumulative visual deficits. A prospective
longitudinal evaluation of military breacher training

subjects demonstrated that exposure to repetitive low-
level primary blasts might have detrimental effects on
visual field sensitivity. This suggests that even a low-
level primary blast has the potential to produce occult
eye injury (Capó-Aponte et al., 2015). To address this
repetitive blast-mediated TBI, several animal models
were developed. Tzekov and colleagues developed a
repetitive blast model with an inter-concussion interval
of 48 hours over a 10-day period delivered using an
electromagnetic controlled impact device and assessed
10-13 weeks after injury resulted in optic nerve damage
and 67% loss of RGCs (Tzekov et al., 2014). This model
was further improved by changing the impact depth from
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Fig. 1. Morphological and ultrastructural changes in the retina after focal cranial blast injury. Retinal tissue 4 weeks post-blast injury fixed in 2%
paraformaldehyde and 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M PB, pH 7.3 embedded in Araldite CY212. Thin sections (1 µm) stained in toluidine blue were
imaged with Lionheart™ FX Automated Microscope (Biotek US., Winooski, VT) revealing focal loss of neuronal cells (star) and many vacuolated
spaces (arrowheads) in GCL in the blast mice retina. (Data reproduced from Jha et al., Int. J. Mol. Sci., 2018). Thin sections (70-80 nm) were stained
with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and viewed under a Morgagni 268D transmission electron microscope (FEI Company, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands). Sham-blast mice retina shows a normal appearance of the RGC layer and intact vasculature. Blast mice retina shows vacuolated
cytoplasmic space around the nucleus, dark and shrunken nuclei (arrowheads), and altered microvasculature (star) in the RGC layer. Intravitreal
delivery of adipose tissue-derived MSC secretome (ASC-CCM) provided right after blast injury shows near-normal morphology 4 weeks post-blast
injury. Data displayed is a representation of 3 animals/group. PC: pericyte; EC: endothelial cell; GCL: ganglion cell layer.



1 to 1.5 mm, which resulted in degenerative changes in
the entire visual pathway, including nerve fiber damage
in the optic tract, optic chiasm, and optic nerve (Das et
al., 2019). Mammadova and colleagues have used a
shock wave head injury model to deliver 300 kPa (43.5

psi) blast wave pressure for three consecutive days
resulting in inflammation as evidenced by glial cell
activation, neuronal loss, and an increase in
phosphorylated tau in the retina 1-month post-injury
(Mammadova et al., 2017). Interestingly, the authors did
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Fig. 2. Increased oxidative stress, as evidenced by DNA and RNA adducts in the retina of focal cranial blast injury. Blast mice retina shows increased
immunostaining for Anti-DNA/RNA Damage antibody [15A3] (ab62623) as compared to sham-blast mice retina. Intravitreal delivery of adipose tissue-
derived MSC secretome (ASC-CCM) provided right after blast injury shows a near-normal pattern of immunostaining for DNA and RNA adducts.
Quantitative analysis of Anti-DNA/RNA Damage antibody-positive area throughout the retina is represented is from 4 animals/group at 4 weeks post-
blast injury. One-way ANOVA, Bonferroni posthoc test. *** p<0.001.



not find any significant changes in cognitive or motor
function resulting in speculation that the retina may be
more sensitive to injury as compared to CNS and may
serve as the sensitive indicator of low-level injury due to
blast wave pressure (Mammadova et al., 2017). Harper
and colleagues investigated the effects of multiple blast
waves that were separate by 1 hour or 1 week on RGC
function, finding no difference in single blast mice.

However, if mice were preconditioned with low-level
blast exposure, their RGCs were significantly protected
from subsequent higher-intensity blasts (Harper et al.,
2019). Contrary to this line of observation, Reiner and
colleagues observed that repeated exposure to
subconcussive insults (four air blasts one week apart to
the left side of the mouse cranium) resulted in worse
outcomes than concussive (single blast) air blasts
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Fig. 3. Synaptic changes in the retina of focal cranial blast injury. Blast mice retina shows decreased immunostaining for synaptophysin levels as
compared to sham-blast mice retina. Intravitreal delivery of adipose tissue-derived MSC secretome (ASC-CCM) provided right after blast injury shows a
near-normal pattern of immunostaining for synaptophysin. Quantitative analysis of synaptophysin positive area at the OPL is represented from 5
animals/group at 4 weeks post-blast injury using Anti-Synaptophysin antibody [SY38] (ab8049). One-way ANOVA, Bonferroni posthoc test. ** p<0.01.



delivered to the head of mice. The authors followed up
the behavioral assessment via characterization of
microglia morphology in the hippocampus 14 months
after the delivery of the injury, resulting in microglial
activation and dysfunctional endothelium accompanied
by memory loss (Honig et al., 2020). Whether such long-
term repeated air blasts will have any effect on the retina
and subsequent visual dysfunction is unknown. To this
end, using a rotational acceleration model of repetitive
head injury (closed head injury by mechanically
engineered rotational acceleration; CHIMERA) Desai
and colleagues were able to document decreased visual
evoked potential with no changes in electroretinography
(Desai et al., 2020). Interestingly, increased visual
dysfunction in this model was correlated with
immunoreactive increases in both GFAP and Iba-1 in the
optic tract. This observation led to the speculation that
inflammation in the affected brain region conveys
signals for impaired vision. 

Distinct from these repeat blast studies, Rex and
colleagues have identified indirect traumatic optic
neuropathy (ITON), a condition that is commonly
associated with TBI that is distinct from
neuropathologies such as glaucoma. In this eye-directed
air-blast exposure model, a transient increase in
intraocular pressure was observed with subsequent RGC
death and axon degeneration in the optic nerve resulting
in a significant reduction in visual function (Bernardo-
Colón et al., 2019). Subsequently, the same group has
used their closed-system ocular neurotrauma model to
deliver bursts of 15 or 26-psi overpressure with an inter
injury interval of 1 min or less. This resulted in
synergistic axon damage, whereas mild repeated trauma
at longer inter injury intervals caused supplementary
damage (Vest et al., 2019). Taken together, these studies
suggest that repeated blast injuries, whether they are
directed to ocular tissue or the brain, increase the
susceptibility of axons in the optic nerve to greater
damage to the visual system.
Experimental therapeutics

Given that the eye is a continuation of CNS, TBI
related visual deficits are initiated by primary axonal
injury and brain damage resulting in progressive
neuroinflammatory cascades and neurodegeneration.
Though the exact processes and probable mechanisms
are elusive, trauma produced optic nerve damage, RGC
loss, sub-retinal hemorrhage, photoreceptor
degeneration, thinning of the retina, and subsequent
visual dysfunction have been the primary target for
experimental therapeutics. The therapeutic approaches
reported thus far address the accompanying degenerative
cascades and improvement of visual functional response,
not the primary insult itself. However, the loss of RGC,
retinal detachment, and other consequences are
seemingly irreversible. 

A number of studies have used the optic nerve crush
injury model that closely mimics TBI to study the

protection strategies to rescue dying RGCs. Due to their
inherent capacity to support regeneration, cell-based
therapies such as mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) are
shown to regenerate RGC's and injured axons (Mead and
Scheven, 2015). In vitro, axotomized RGC's co-cultured
with human dental pulp stem cells (DPSC), human bone
marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (BMSC), and
human adipose-derived stem cells (ASC) have
successfully shown to impart protection. Interestingly, in
vivo transplantation of DPSCs or BMSCs delivered
intravitreally after an optic nerve crush injury promoted
the survival of Brn-3a+ RGCs and axon regeneration.
This finding was independently confirmed by Mesentier-
Louro et al. (2014), who demonstrated improved Tuj1-
or Brn3a-positive cells in retinas and optic nerve
regeneration post intravitreally injected BMSCs. Recent
studies have focused on paracrine factors secreted by
MSC's inclusive of extracellular vesicles loaded with
mRNA, regulatory miRNA, anti-inflammatory biologics,
and several trophic agents. Intravitreally delivered
BMSC secreted exosomes have been shown to promote
RGC survival after TON (Mead and Tomarev, 2017).
Krüppel-like factor 4 (KLF4), a conserved zinc finger-
containing transcription factor, has been linked to axon
regeneration. Accordingly, Cui and colleagues reported
KLF4 knockdown in vivo significantly enhances ciliary
neurotrophic factor‐induced axon regeneration of RGCs
after optic nerve crush via the inhibition of JAK-STAT3
signaling (Cui et al., 2017). Although the above studies
discussed have a positive outcome in terms of RGCs
protection in vivo, the limitation of the optic nerve crush
model being an indirect feature of TBI related retinal
damage should be considered. To this end, we have used
our focal cranial blast model to demonstrate a significant
rescue in neuronal cells in the RGC layer using
intravitreally delivered adipose tissue-derived MSC
secretome (Fig. 1) (Jha et al., 2018). Harper and
colleagues used a novel class neuroprotective compound
P7C3-S243 in their shockwave blast model. The
compound appears to show a visual function rescue in
the latent period that can be related to protection against
functional degeneration of RGC (Dutca et al., 2014).
PERG deficits observed one-week post TBI injury
showed a temporary deficit during the latent period and
resolved by 4 weeks post-blast injury. Treatment with
P7C3-S243 displayed improved provocative PERG
response throughout the 16 week recovery period.
However, loss of RGC during the chronic post-TBI
period due to significant dendritic retraction or ganglion
cell rearrangement seems to be permanent. This suggests
that early RGC preservative intervention is crucial to
mitigate long-term visual impairments post-TBI. 

Given that optic nerve injury is the most common
event after TBI, the associated axonal damage, oxidative
stress and inflammation that arise from it have become
the next target for TBI related visual deficits.
Erythropoietin (EPO), a known neuroprotective agent
that inhibits neuronal apoptosis, was tested in a single
26psi over-pressure air-wave ocular blast model.
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Systemic treatment of EPO significantly reduced cell
death in optic nerve axons, reduced glial reactivity, and
protected against oxidative stress only when delivered
post-blast (up to 3 weeks after injury). Alternatively,
EPO significantly increased cell death if it was
administered before or soon after the primary insult
(Bricker-Anthony et al., 2017). Because of its
multifaceted role in protecting against axon degeneration
and loss, the FDA-approved acetylcholinesterase
inhibitor, Galantamine was tested in the repeat ocular
blast model of TON. Provided in the blast mice drinking
water, Galantamine successfully protected against axon
degeneration and mitigated visual function deficits by
dampening oxidative stress and inflammation (Naguib et
al., 2020). Increased histone methyltransferase, G9a has
been linked to downregulation of antioxidant
mechanisms. Through activation of the Nuclear factor
E2-related factor 2 (Nrf2)-antioxidant response element
signaling pathway, it manages to regulate the
transcription of antioxidant genes. Gupta and colleagues
have tested UNC0638, a known G9a inhibitor in a CCI-
TBI model to restore RGC and optic nerve axon loss
(Gupta et al., 2019). Animals receiving UNC0638
showed a significant reduction in the methylation pattern
of H3K9Me2 in the retina and optic nerve. Inhibition of
G9a with UNC0638 demonstrated improvement of
antioxidant response, restored RGC death, protection
from optic nerve degeneration, and improved retinal
thickness. Enhanced DNA binding activity of Nrf2 as
elicited by UNC0638 is instrumental in neuroprotection,
axonal preservation and epigenetic modifications (Gupta
et al., 2019). Lysophosphatidic acid (LPA), a bioactive
metabolite of phospholipids known to be elevated in
biofluids after injury has recently been identified as a
therapeutic target in a rat model of blast-induced ocular
injury. Intravenous administration of anti-LPA antibody
(but not the isotype-matched control antibody) one hour
post blast exposure significantly alleviated GFAP in the
retina, improved visual acuity and amplitudes for both a
and b-waves 7-8 days post blast injury (Arun et al.,
2020). Though the authors were unable to correlate the
observed benefits to decreased retinal levels of LPA, it is
essential that future studies focus on LPA species in
order to link pro-inflammatory activities of LPA with the
direct promotion of neurodegeneration within the retina.

Microglia are the immune watchdog of the injured
retina. In accordance with this, several studies have
targeted microglia as the therapeutic target for TBI
related retinal damage. Reiner and colleagues in their
focal cranial blast model showed upregulation of
activated microglia in the retina paired with a decrease
in visual acuity and contrast sensitivity in blast mice.
Cannabinoid type-2 (CB2) receptor inverse agonist
SMM-189 when provided daily beginning 2 hours post-
blast, reduced axon injury, and microglial abundance
with a bias towards M2 state at three days. Furthermore,
it mitigated axon loss, contrast sensitivity deficits,
microglial abundance, and Müller cell GFAP
upregulation over a month after blast injury (Guley et

al., 2019). This study provided the first clue that
microglial polarization may mediate the observed visual
deficits of TBI. Consequently, FDA-approved estrogen
receptor drug, Raloxifene was tested in the same model.
Interestingly, not only Raloxifene delivered daily for two
weeks after blast but also when delayed until 48 h after
TBI, it was effective in polarizing microglia as well as
able to reverse visual injury after brain trauma (Honig et
al., 2019). Following these studies, we have shown that
adipose tissue-derived MSC secretome treatment
attenuates the retinal inflammation by suppressing the
activation of the pro-inflammatory cascade, favoring the
polarization of microglia from the M1 towards the M2
phenotype both in vitro and in blast injured retina (Jha et
al., 2018). To better understand which of the pro-
inflammatory molecules subsequent to microglial
polarization play a role in the retina, as a next logical
step, pharmacological blocking of IL-1 pathway or
STAT3 signaling was explored. Blockade of IL-1
pathway using IL-1R antagonist, Anakinra prior to blast
injury protected RGC loss, decreased microglial
activation, and improved PERG response four weeks
post-blast injury (Evans et al., 2020b). Although the
effects of Anakinra were significant in this study, the
protection against RGC damage is partial, suggesting the
IL-1 pathway alone may not be involved in observed
outcomes. This was confirmed by genetic mice lacking
IL-1 pathway components providing partial rescue on
visual outcomes (Evans et al., 2020a). Exogenous
cytokine IFNγ and TNF-α priming of ASC's can
stimulate the secretion of TNF-stimulated gene 6 protein
(TSG-6), an anti-inflammatory protein known to
polarize microglia. Intravitreal delivery of ASC
secretome containing TSG-6 but not the secretome
lacking TSG-6 mitigated microglial and endothelial
activation, GFAP immunoreactivity, and improved visual
function at 4 weeks after blast injury (Jha et al., 2019).
Not only were the TSG-6 effects mediated via
upregulation of STAT3 phosphorylation in microglia, but
it was also seen in endothelial cells. This suggests
multifaceted cell-mediated pro-inflammatory
mechanisms likely operative in the complex
pathophysiological mechanism of TBI associated visual
deficits. 

Immune cell dysregulation in TBI as a consequence
of neuroinflammation is well documented (Needham et
al., 2019). The recruitment of T-cells into the injured
brain, the loss of blood-brain barrier, and chemokine
production have all been linked to inflammation and
microglial activation. Whether such mechanisms are
operative in the retina is an emerging question. Among
the CC chemokine receptor-ligand pair, CCR6-CCL20
has gained attention due to their association with TBI
(Das et al., 2011). Mohapatra and colleagues using
CCR6 knockout mice demonstrated the critical role of
the CCR6-CCL20 pathway in retinal degeneration using
a repetitive TBI injury model. In this model, the
observed RGC loss, increased microglial activation with
increased CCL20 expression in retina could be
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significantly attenuated in homozygous adult CCR6
knockout mice. Additional studies using Pioglitazone
(PG), a PPARγ agonist that negatively regulates CCL20
or a neutralizing antibody to CCL20, demonstrated a
similar reduction in retinal pathology, further confirming
the importance of the CCR6-CCL20 axis (Das et al.,
2019). Interestingly, neutralization of CCL20 in the
animal model reduced infiltrating CD3 positive T cells
suggesting a link to immune cell response in the retina
following repetitive TBI. Although this phenomenon
needs further investigation, such immune infiltration in
the retina has been documented recently in ischemic
retinal pathologies (Khanh Vu et al., 2020), and blocking
such pathways seems quite adequate for visual function
recovery (Tang et al., 2020).

Breakdown of the blood-retina barrier (BRB) and
the role of Müller cells in the retina of mTBI is another
active area of recent research. Injury to retinal Müller
glial cells may likely have an effect on retinal neuron
synaptic activity because of their role in the uptake of
glutamate; fluid transport in the inner retina through
their association with retinal blood vessels leading to
edema, neurodegeneration, and loss of vision
(Bringmann et al., 2006, 2009). The overall functioning
of Müller glia resides on the glutamate homeostasis,

which is briefly maintained by glutamate-aspartate
transporter (GLAST) and glutamine synthetase (GS).
The tightly regulated glutamate-glutamine cycle is
overridden in a blast injured retina, leading to increased
free glutamate levels (Jha et al., 2021). Interestingly,
adipose tissue-derived MSC secretome provided
intravitreally into the focal cranial blast model right after
the injury provided signals that support homeostatic
Müller cell function via glutamate uptake and decreased
aquaporin-4 to protect retinal synapses as evidenced by
increased synaptophysin levels that are critical for
maintaining vision (Fig. 3) and (Jha et al., 2021).
Though Müller cell gliosis in TBI is likely involved in
tissue remodeling, maintaining Müller cell health seems
neuroprotective. Future studies are needed to test this
hypothesis in order to further explore the neuro-glia
interaction and breakdown of BRB in visual deficits of
TBI (Fig. 4).
Conclusions and future directions

Vision in TBI is underrepresented, and the number
of active clinical trials in this field are sparse. TBI is a
chronic neuroinflammatory condition; however, to date,
no mouse model of TBI recapitulates all
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Fig. 4. Neuro-glial interaction with blood vessels in the
retina forms the retina's neurovascular unit that maintains
tight retinal blood barrier integrity in a healthy retina is
disrupted in TBI. Although the sequence of events is
unclear, extensive microglial activation, Müller cell
dysregulation, and endothelial dysfunction culminate in
oxidative stress and pro-inflammatory milieu after TBI
dampens the retinal blood barrier integrity resulting in
vicious cycles of neurodegeneration as evidenced by loss
of RGC and photoreceptors leading to loss of vision.
Drawings are not to scale. Created with content from
Servier Medical Art (https://smart.servier.com) under
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported license
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). ONL:
Outer nuclear layer; INL: Inner nuclear layer; GCL:
Ganglion cell layer; NFL: Nerve fiber layer; HC: Horizontal
cell; AC: Amacrine cell; BC: Bipolar cell; PE: Pigmented
Epithelium; R:Rods; C:Cones; MC: Muller cells; GC:
Ganglion cells; BV: Blood Vessel; MG: Micro Glia; AS:
Astrocytes. 



pathophysiological events that are shown in a human
TBI. Visual deficits have been studied extensively in
blast-induced TBI models; however, the methodologies
to induce blast concussions across laboratories are
heterogeneous in nature (BIRCO, 2019). Both the
anatomical locations and pressure ranges (~4psi to
80psi) of the blasts vary across studies, ultimately
contributing to differences in pathological outcomes.
Repetitive blast injuries are expectedly more damaging
than single blast events; however, it is unclear as to why
preconditioned low-level blasts can help protect from
subsequent blast injuries. Several studies support the use
of noninvasive methods in the assessment of visual
function in TBI studies as these correlate well with
changes detected by morphometric, histological, and
immunohistochemical methods in animal models.
Regardless of research outcomes, the need for new and
modified therapies post-TBI associated with
neurodegeneration is unmet. Significant progress has
been achieved in developing pharmaceutical based drugs
and stem cell-based biologics against visual deficits in
TBI. Future studies aiming to develop validated clinical
biomarkers in appropriate animal models will likely help
translate the designed trials for successful outcomes in
TBI experimental therapeutics. Towards this end, blast
mTBI models do not develop appreciable vascular
defects to study loss of blood-retinal barrier (BRB), a
fundamental physiological function of the neuro-glia-
vascular unit (NVU) of the retina. Large animal models
of neurotrauma may likely mimic human physiology
better, however, the logistics of developing such models
may pose more challenges than opportunities. With
increasing knowledge that is emerging, both genetic and
environmental factors have been associated with
neurotrauma, we expect there will be more studies
addressing the genetic associations and mechanisms by
which they elicit such an influence so better therapeutics
can be designed. Rapid advances in computational
modeling such as artificial intelligence, or machine
learning, are expected to spearhead the development of
novel diagnostics and evidence-based treatments.
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